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CoAP-SNMP Interworking in IoT Scenarios
Hanna Lindholm-Ventola and Bilhanan Silverajan

Abstract—The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
is the de-facto means of network management in the Internet.
SNMP forms the basis of many tools and applications used by
operators and network administrators for network and device
monitoring, management and troubleshooting. As the Internet
continues its evolution towards incorporating vast amounts of
resource limited devices and constrained networks, deploying
SNMP capabilities into such environments would be highly chal-
lenging. Consequently, consistent network and device manage-
ment via the usage of SNMP becomes problematic. Such devices,
of which sensors and actuators are good examples, however would
in all likelihood support the Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP) in future. CoAP is a resource retrieval protocol for IoT
under design which will soon be adopted as an IETF standard.
The purpose of this report is to analyse means of allowing
SNMP-based tools and applications to co-exist and interact with
CoAP-enabled endpoints. Compatible protocol characteristics of
both SNMP and CoAP are highlighted, and potential pitfalls
and significant network and device management challenges are
investigated. Solutions for overcoming these are also proposed.

Index Terms—SNMP, CoAP, IoT Management.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been predicted that billions of nodes will be connected
to the Internet in the forthcoming decade. These nodes are not
only common computers or smartphones, but intelligent things
like heart rate monitors, thermometers, locks, alarms and so
on. Together they will create the Internet of Things (IoT).

These intelligent things will commonly have small amounts
of available resources such as memory and power. To fulfill
communication needs of these kinds of IoT nodes, a new
protocol named Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) has
been developed in the IETF. CoAP is designed for very simple
electronic devices, such as low power sensors and other nodes
working in Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) and
that need to communicate interactively over the Internet.

As IoT nodes will soon appear in millions, if not billions, it
would be useful if established network management systems
could be able to detect the presence of these new types of
nodes, access the data they provide, and control the functions
they perform. All the better if no changes were required for
these existing systems.

In the network management systems of the Internet, Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is commonly used
to access data and manage Internet Protocol (IP) devices.
These devices include routers, servers, switches, computers
and any type of devices implementing this protocol. The
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entities managed with SNMP are not only limited to physical
devices, but also software like web servers and databases.
However, new solutions are needed in order to allow existing
SNMP-based tools and systems, without modifications, to also
manage networks having CoAP-based IoT nodes which might
be so constrained that they may not possess the ability to
communicate with SNMP.

In this report we study technical ways for enabling interop-
erations between SNMP and CoAP domains. These interop-
erations would allow use of SNMP to manage networks with
CoAP-based IoT nodes. Our primary focus covered in this
report is to look at means which allow SNMP-based tools and
systems to obain information from CoAP nodes as well as to
control or configure them. Section II covers the background
of SNMP and CoAP protocols and the features that are most
important for the interoperability. Section III describes the
objectives of our research in more detail. The scope and
requirements related to our study are presented in Section IV.
In Section V we highlight some use cases where interoperation
between these protocols would be needed. Section VI presents
feature comparison of the protocols. Section VII describes
two alternative solutions for the interoperability problem. Our
prototyping environment, running code, and some practical
findings are documented in Section VIII. The report ends with
conclusions in Section IX.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is an
Application Layer protocol defined for managing devices in
IP networks. SNMPv1 is the first version of the protocol and
it is defined in RFC 1157 [1]. The second version of SNMP
was released in 1996 and it introduced many improvements
to SNMPv1. SNMPv2 is defined in RFCs 1901, 1908, 3416
and RFC 3417 [2–5]. The most recent version SNMPv3
([4–17]) is much like SNMPv2 but it brings a number of
security additions to the protocol. Regardless of these security
improvements SNMPv3 has still some security weaknesses
related to confidentiality and authenticity of messages [18].

SNMP is commonly implemented over UDP, although an
experimental RFC for SNMP over TCP exists [19], and SNMP
could be run over other protocols as well.

A network management system has three primary compo-
nents: several to many Agents, at least one Manager often
referred to as the Network Management Station (NMS) and
a management protocol for conveying information between
entities [7]. A managed device is a network node that contains
an SNMP Agent. A managed device collects and stores
management information and makes this information available
to the NMS. It can be any device with networking ability,
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such as a router, switch, printer, or computer. An Agent is
a software module that resides on a managed device and
provides management information to the NMS. The NMS
is a software module, which is responsible for listening to
notifications from the Agents. It can also send requests to the
Agents in order to query for information structured as objects
from a Management Information Base (MIB). The MIB is a
database of all the managed objects that the Agent tracks and
NMS can monitor. Objects are defined using SMIv2 (Structure
of Management Information Version 2), which is defined in
RFC 2578. Managed objects are organized hierarchically (tree-
structured) in the MIB (Fig. 1) and each entry is addressed
through an object identifier (OID) [20].

Figure 1: Hierarchical SMI object tree

SNMPv3 specifies seven Protocol Data Units (PDUs) as
follows:

1. GetRequest is generated by the NMS to retrieve the
value of a managed object. Requested variables are specified
in variable bindings and it is a list of MIB objects that the
originator wants to know.

2. GetNextRequest is similar to GetRequest, but it retrieves
the value of the next OID in the tree. GetNextRequest traverses
a subtree in lexicographic order. It is particularly useful when
data from a table is retrieved and also for variables that cannot
be specifically named.

3. SetRequest is used by the NMS to modify the value of a
managed object or to create a new row in a table.

4. GetBulkRequest was defined in SNMPv2 version. It
allows an NMS to retrieve a large amount of data particularly
from large tables with a single message.

5. GetResponse is created by an Agent upon receipt of
GetRequest, GetNextRequest, GetBulkRequest, SetRequest and
InformRequest. Error responses can be returned by using error-
status and error-index fields.

6. Trap is an asynchronous notification message, which
enables an Agent to notify the NMS of abnormal conditions or
events. No acknowledgment is sent from NMS to the Agent, so
there is no confirmation that the message is received by NMS.
The Traps that an Agent can generate are defined in MIBs. The
definition of a Trap varies with the SNMP Version. SNMPv1

Traps are defined as TRAP-TYPE and SNMPv2 Traps are
defined as NOTIFICATION-TYPE.

7. InformRequest was introduced in SNMPv2. The big
problem with Traps is that they are unacknowledged so the
sender does not know if they actually arrive to the destina-
tion. This problem can be solved by using InformRequests
to send SNMPv2 traps. The main difference between the
InformRequest and Trap messages is that InformRequest is
acknowledged after message reception. If an acknowledgement
is not received, the InformRequest can be sent again.

B. Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)

CoAP is a RESTful application protocol designed to be
used with constrained nodes and constrained networks [21].
It is particularly designed for small low power sensors and
similar devices that need to be controlled or supervised re-
motely. CoAP is currently being developed by the IETF CoRE
working Group. CoAP uses an interaction model similar to the
client/server model of HTTP. However, a CoAP implementa-
tion usually acts in both client and server roles needed for
machine-to-machine interactions.

CoAP defines four types of messages: Confirmable, Non-
Confirmable, Acknowledgement and Reset. Both Confirmable
and Non-confirmable messages can be used for carrying
requests and responses. In addition, responses can be piggy-
backed in Acknowledgement messages.

CoAP messaging is performed over UDP and Datagram
Transport Layer Security (DTLS), although alternative trans-
ports (such as TCP, WebSockets, SMS and others) are being
considered in the IETF[22]. Request and Response messages
use simple fixed-length binary header that may be followed
by binary options and a payload. Request methods are similar
to HTTP: GET, POST, PUT and DELETE.

RFC 6690 defines a CoRE link format that extends the
HTTP Link Header field specified in RFC 5988 [23], [24]. The
CoRE link format is transported in CoAP message payload and
used to describe hosted resources, their attributes and other
relationships between links.

Web Linking is extended with new opaque target attributes
for use in CoRE. The Resource Type ’rt’ attribute describes
the resource, the Interface Description ’if’ attribute specifies
an interface used to interact with the target resource and
Maximum Size Estimate attribute ’sz’ defines the maximum
size of the returned resource representation. For example [23]:

REQ: GET /.well-known/core
RES: 2.05 Content

</sensor/temp>;if="sensor",
</sensor/light>;if="sensor"

In the example CoAP GET request message is sent to
the well-known URI "/.well-known/core" for discovering re-
sources hosted by the server. The server responds with CoAP
Response message with response code 2.05. The response
contains information that the server hosts two different re-
sources, "/sensor/temp" and "/sensor/light", which share the
same Interface Description.
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C. Related Work: The Core Management Interface (CoMI)

The Core Management Interface (CoMI) provides a CoAP-
based interface to manage constrained devices via MIBs [25].
This allows CoAP-based nodes and systems to use CoAP
messages to communicate with SNMP Agents without using
SNMP. CoMI specifies the profile of function set to read and
set values of MIB variables in a device. The SMI syntax of
MIB data is mapped to JSON, XML and CBOR syntax in the
CoAP payload. At the time of this writing, CoMI is still an
early draft in the IETF CoRE Working Group, and has not
been accepted yet as a working group item.

CoMI supports two types of interfaces for handling MIB
variables:

1) Interface for reading and writing one MIB variable, that
is specified in the URI with path "/mg/mib/descriptor" or with
the path "/mg/mib/OID".

2) Interface for reading and writing arrays or multiple MIB
variables that are specified in the payload.

In the case of single values, a Confirmable CoAP GET
message is used for reading the value of MIB variable.
Respectively, a Confirmable PUT message is used for setting
a single MIB value. The MIB variable is specified in the URI
path with the OID or descriptor. The Response for the received
CoAP request is piggybacked to the CoAP ACK message.

If the specified object is a table, all the table rows are
returned in the payload. Each row in the table is returned as a
pair of column name and its value. If the size of the returned
payload is too large for a single CoAP message, it is possible
to use fragmentation.

Multiple MIB variables can be read with CoAP GET
message by expressing the [MIB descriptor, null] pairs in the
message payload. Similarly, in the case of setting multiple
MIB variables, the pairs are submitted in the payload of a
CoAP PUT request.

The CoMI interface also supports allocating requests for
certain table entries. This is allowed in two ways. The first
way is to specify a certain row number with the ’row’ uri-
query attribute in the URI and the second way is to specify
the value of the INDEX attributes in the payload of the GET
request. For example, the request below would return values
of the row 1 of the table named ’ct’:

REQ: GET example.com/mg/mib/ct?row=1

MIB objects are discovered like resources in CoAP resource
discovery. For example a GET request made for "/.well-
known/core" with ’rt=core.mg.mib’ would return all available
MIB descriptors and all OIDs on the device.

III. OBJECTIVES

Despite its popularity, SNMP was not designed with very
constrained devices in mind. Hence, the implementation of an
SNMP Manager or Agent into small CoAP based nodes would
cause additional overhead, or be otherwise infeasible, as iden-
tified in the Core Management Interfaces (CoMI) document
[25]. On the other hand, it is not necessarily possible, or even
reasonable, to add CoAP support for existing SNMP-based
Network Management Stations either. All of this calls for

some kind of solution that allows information to be exchanged
between SNMP-based systems and constrained CoAP-based
environments.

The CoMI solution described in the previous section ap-
proaches the interoperability problem by allowing CoAP-
enabled nodes to read and write MIBs, as long as a node
having MIBs also understands CoAP. The downside of CoMI
is the requirement of changes to CoAP nodes and to the entity
containing MIBs. It is also questionable whether the addition
of MIB awareness to CoAP nodes is a reasonable, or always
feasible, requirement.

Hence our research question arises: how to enable communi-
cations between new constrained nodes that cannot talk SNMP,
or that need to remain unaware of MIBs, and existing network
management systems that cannot talk CoAP. The illustration
of the problem domain is shown in Figure 2, with question
mark showing the placement for the needed solution.

Figure 2: The illustration of the research problem

IV. SCOPE AND REQUIREMENTS

This report is scoped at describing how to use SNMP to
access resources in constrained networks with CoAP. Using
CoAP to access MIBs or SNMP nodes, is out of scope. This
requirement rules out use of CoMI as a solution.

As described in Section III, modifications to existing SNMP
NMS or new constrained CoAP using nodes are not considered
feasible enough. It follows from the restriction of not allowing
changes to either end of communications, that a solution
between the SNMP and CoAP domains is required. The
solution must have access to both the constrained network and
to the Internet, and the ability to use both CoAP and SNMP.

When it comes to the representation of CoAP resources in
SNMP, two different approaches can be identified. The first
approach is to create MIBs that are able to represent and
describe resources of constrained nodes known at the time of
MIB creation. This approach includes vendor specific MIBs,
such as that done in the prototype described at Section VIII.
The second approach is to create a generic MIB able to
represent any CoRE Link Format compatible resource, but
without describing or understanding specific nodes. An illus-
tration of a possible approach for generic MIBs is described
in Section VII. From these two approaches two requirements
can be discovered: a mandatory requirement for the ability to
represent Link Format compliant resources in MIBs, and an
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optional ability to represent vendor specific constrained nodes
in MIBs.

Depending on the deployment scenario, the CoAP and
SNMP nodes may or may not reside in trusted and secured
networks. Therefore, DTLS for CoAP or SNMPv3’s security
features may or may not be needed.

The list of requirements for SNMP to CoAP interworking
are:

1) CoAP-nodes, such as sensors and actuators, can be
managed by SNMP tools

2) SNMP NMS-nodes do not natively need to support
CoAP

3) The CoAP-SNMP interworking function must have ac-
cess to both the constrained network(s) and to the
Internet

4) SNMP NMS nodes must be able to access resources in
constrained networks

5) CoAP nodes may have access to MIBs
6) CoAP resources conforming to Link Format must be

representable in a generic CoAP-MIB
7) CoAP resources may be represented as vendor specific

MIBs
8) SNMPv3 should be supported for encryption and au-

thentication
9) DTLS should be supported for securing CoAP

V. USE CASES

A. Monitoring Constrained Networks

SNMP is commonly used to monitor nodes that are con-
nected into managed networks. These networks include, for
example, enterprise networks, access networks, industrial net-
works, or civic networks. In such networks the administrators
have an incentive to be well aware of what kinds of nodes are
connected to the network at any given moment, and also to
monitor the states of these nodes.

SNMP has the means for discovering new nodes in managed
networks. One such means is by monitoring the Ethernet
addresses of new nodes learnt by routers, which are commonly
stored in their caches as either IPv4 Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) caches or IPv6 Neighbor caches. When new
nodes appear on these caches, SNMP NMS can then directly
contact the new nodes and ask for their information. In the case
of constrained networks, the NMS may learn of new nodes ap-
pearing in constrained network routers’ caches. These routers
could be, for example, 6LoWPAN border routers (6LBRs)
described in RFC 6775, assuming that the border router
is SNMP-enabled. If the 6LBR cannot provide addressing
information of constrained nodes in the constrained network
6LBR serves, some other means for constrained node address
discovery would be needed. However, even if addresses of
constrained nodes in constrained networks could be discovered
by NMS, the constrained nodes would not talk SNMP, and
hence the NMS would not be able to access data of the nodes.

With help of CoAP-SNMP proxy, the NMS can find pres-
ence of constrained nodes and also the resources they are
providing. If the proxy is collocated with constrained network
router such as 6LBR (case 1. in Figure 3), it can trivially find

Figure 3: Monitoring Constrained Networks through proxies

the constrained nodes. If the proxy is away from constrained
network (case 2. in Figure 3), some other discovery means
are required. For example, constrained nodes might have to
register themselves for the proxy. With help of CoAP-SNMP
proxy, existing NMSes could be able to display constrained
nodes in network topology charts, and utilize NMS’s existing
software for displaying various types of graphs, raising alarms
on unexpected values, node appearance and disappearance, and
so on.

B. Personal Healthcare Monitoring System

In this scenario a Healthcare Company is providing health-
care services for clients living in their own homes. The
clients have wristbands equipped with sensors, which collect
health information and send the measurement data to the
professionals of Healthcare Company.

Wristbands may be measuring various health and wellness
indicators of the wearer of wristband. These indicators can
include, for example, heart rate, blood oxygen saturation,
glucose, skin temperature, blood pressure, physical activity,
quality of sleep, geolocation, and caloric consumption. The
measured information is then sent to a local or cloud database,
or directly to healthcare company’s servers. The data could
then be automatically analyzed by smart algorithms, or in-
spected by experts. Results of analysis could be provided for
clients in form of graphs, recommendations, or alike. With
smart algorithms it might be possible to get warnings of
impending heart attack, strokes, overweight, being in risk of
developing diabetes, not having enough sleep, and so forward.

Technically, in this use-case, the wristbands would be
CoAP-enabled and they would be known by the CoAP-SNMP
proxy. The CoAP-SNMP proxy would learn about CoAP-
enabled wristbands either by some means of automated dis-
covery (such as CoAP multicast) or by wristbands registering
to the CoAP-SNMP proxy. Depending on architectural choices
described in Section VII, the CoAP-SNMP proxy would either
automatically collect data from wristbands, or just act as a
proxy forwarding SNMP queries to CoAP. Independently of
architectural choice, one or more NMSes in the Internet could
communicate with CoAP-SNMP proxy in order to obtain
resource states from the wristband.

When automatic data collection by CoAP-SNMP proxy is
used, depending on deployment, wristbands could be post-
ing their state to the proxy periodically, when preconfigured
thresholds are met or only when explicitly requested by the
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proxy. When the CoAP-SNMP proxy is simple performing
cross-protocol proxying, then wristbands would provide data
only when explicitly required.

In this use case the CoAP-SNMP proxy has to discover
wristbands by some means. If the wristbands are used in
the same network segment where proxy resides, discovery
is simple. However, when CoAP-SNMP proxy is remote to
wristband, the wristband may need to register itself to the
proxy. For this to work, wristband may have to be hard-
coded with information about proxy’s location, or has to be
configured by the wristband provider or even by its user.

VI. COAP AND SNMP FEATURE COMPARISON

In Sections II-A and II-B both SNMP as well as CoAP were
described. In this section, some of the important properties of
both protocols are further explored and compared.

A. Communications and Messaging Model

Both CoAP and SNMP rely on UDP for asynchronous
packet delivery and transport, and are organised as two sub
layers. In the case of CoAP, an upper Request/Response
sublayer defines REST-based methods and response codes,
while a lower Messaging sublayer handles the adaptation of
CoAP messages to UDP. In SNMP, an upper layer processes
the various PDUs which define the management command
types as well as their associated data-types such as MIBs
and return values. Similar to CoAP, a lower layer processes
messages for adaptation to UDP.

CoAP uses a communication model, in which a client
can indicate whether the server must explicitly acknowledge
incoming client requests or not. This way, a client can be
assured from an incoming acknowledgment packet that the
CoAP server did indeed receive the request. The lower layer
of CoAP is used to define whether a message transaction is
confirmable or not. Replies can be either piggybacked onto the
acknowledgment or sent as a separate response for confirmable
messages. A non-confirmable request from a client, on the
other hand, results in a server sending a response message
which can in turn, either be a confirmable or non-confirmable
message. 4-bit tokens and 16-bit Message IDs in the packet
headers are used to correlate request and response messages.
All transactions involving GET requests are idempotent, with
the communication remaining stateless.

In SNMP, a request-response model is also used, but the
protocol does not contain separate mechanisms for message
delivery assurance and message types. While the lower layer
of CoAP defines whether a message transaction is confirmable
or not, SNMP resorts to using its upper PDU processing
layer, by embedding the semantics of a confirmable message
within the INFORM message type. All other messages in
SNMP are therefore by definition, always non-confirmable.
In other words, request messages for which no responses are
received, are assumed to be lost in transit and are therefore
retransmitted a number of times. The messaging layer in
SNMP is responsible for adding the SNMP message header,
where requests and responses are correlated with a single
32-bit request-id field in the packet header. Although an

SNMP GetRequest operation is idempotent, the protocol also
introduces a convenience operation, called GetNextRequest
that allows traversal of the MIB by the Agent and returning
their respective values, one at a time.

B. Message size

The Messaging sublayer in SNMP is responsible for defin-
ing the maximum message size in bytes that the requester is
able to support. The lower and upper bounds are between 484
and 231-1 bytes. The maximum size of the SNMP message
depends on the properties of the destination and source im-
plementations. For example, the maximum size for a WebNMS
implementation is 64kB. If message size is larger than the Path
Message Transmission Unit (MTU) of the traversed network,
message may be fragmented. However, fragmentation reduces
the likelihood that the message reaches its destinations and
therefore it is not desirable. SNMP messages also contain a
list of Variable Bindings (Varbinds). Each Varbind refers to
a tuple comprising of an OID and its value. Depending on
the type of SNMP message, the value field is either used to
inform an Agent of the desired parametric value by the NMS
or obtain the latest representation from an Agent by the NMS.
The maximum number of Varbinds that can be included in a
PDU is 2147483647. In addition there is a limit of 65535 for
OCTET STRING data type, which will not fit in a one UDP
packet. If the size of the response exceeds the maximum size
of a message, the Agent will send a GetResponse message
with error-status tooBig and with error-index zero.

CoAP does not, on the other hand define a lower bound,
and instead leaves it to the implementation to ensure the
packet fits into its underlying link. Message fragmentation
is, as with SNMP, not desired for large messages with the
recommendation being that the content of the entire CoAP
message fits into the payload of a single UDP datagram.
Consequently, it is important for a CoAP implementer to
understand the maximum size of the MTU that the destination
link supports. If that is not known, a UDP datagram size of
1280 bytes is usually assumed, with a payload size of 1024
bytes.

C. Large Payload Handling

Both protocols recognise the need to avoid message frag-
mentation owing to PDU sizes exceeding the maximum UDP
payload length. In SNMP, responses to a GetRequest PDU
which contain excessive payloads trigger an error condition.
SNMP therefore introduces a bulk transfer capability with
the GetBulkRequest PDU, which explicitly handles responses
expected to contain large return values. An SNMP Manager
issues the GetBulkRequest PDU to indicate to the destination
agent to supply as much information as possible within a
GetResponse PDU.

While CoAP has been designed for transferring small re-
source representations, sometimes there is a need to transfer
large pieces of data. A typical example of large piece of data
is a firmware image needed for performing software upgrade
of a constrained node, image taken by a constrained node, or
cached measurements. An extension for CoAP is being worked
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on in IETF that would allow splitting of large data into blocks,
which would be transferred in series of CoAP messages
[26]. The size of these blocks, through which the payload is
transferred, can be negotiated beforehand between the server
and client. This helps to overcome size restriction of UDP,
problems caused by fragmentation, and allows multiplexing
of large data transmission with simultaneously ongoing other
transmissions.

D. Information Caching

In SNMP, the relationships and roles of a Manager and
Agent are fairly rigid: both are configured before runtime to
communicate with each other, and the Agent is usually located
within the device to be monitored. In order to provide an
accurate portrayal of the current network state, Agents are
expected to supply the most recent values of any information
requested by a Manager. Information in SNMP is modelled as
MIB Objects.

In CoAP, information is modeled as resources. CoAP does
not assign strict emphasis on the types of nodes acting as
clients or servers. A server can be any node that hosts re-
sources while a client can be any node that requests resources.
Hence, it is entirely possible that a node’s role can change
from server to client, depending on application needs. This
also means that it is possible to design and deploy proxies
and caching servers in a CoAP-based architecture, where a
CoAP client obtains resource representations from a cache
server, instead of directly contacting a server end-point. CoAP
responses may be cached in order to reduce the response
time, network bandwidth consumption, and constrained node
resource consumption. Cacheability depends on the Response
Code. For example, CoAP responses with codes 2.01 Created,
2.02 Deleted and 2.04 Changed are not cacheable. On the other
hand, responses with code 2.05 Content and Client/Server
Error classes (4.xx and 5.xx) can be cached. The Max-Age
option defines the maximum time for caching a response. After
this time a response is not considered to be "fresh" anymore.
The default value for Max-Age is 60 seconds.

E. Server Initiated Communications

SNMP Agents can initiate communication to a Manager,
using SNMP Trap messages. Traps are a useful asynchronous
mechanism which allows an SNMP Agent to notify its Man-
ager upon predefined changes to the data values in an Object.
The SNMP Agent needs to be preconfigured to support such a
functionality before it can send Trap messages to the Manager.
No protocol functionality exists in which a Manager is able
to request an Agent at runtime to set up a trap to monitor a
MIB Object.

CoAP introduces the notion of an inband resource obser-
vation relationship between a client and server. The state of
a resource on a CoAP server may change over time. With
resource observation, a client can send a request to be updated
when a server resource changes. This gives clients the ability
to follow changes without requesting all the time for the state
of the resource [27].

A client can register its interest in a resource by sending a
GET request with an empty Observe Option. If server succeeds
in adding the client to the list of observers, it returns a response
to the client. After registration the server notifies client every
time when the state of a resource changes. When the client
is no longer interested in receiving notifications it rejects a
received notification or performs a GET request without an
Observe Option for a currently observed resource. After using
either method client will be removed from the list of observers.

A new mechanism has been proposed in IETF, which allows
a resource on a CoAP server to be conditionally observed
[28]. In that case, a CoAP client (an observer) is being
informed about state changes on CoAP server only when
specific condition(s) has been met.

F. Resource Discovery

Resource Discovery offers a method for clients and servers
to find and interact with each other without human acts [29].
In SNMP, the Manager has prior information about what kinds
of MIBs are available from Agents, as well as the structure
of the MIB itself, at startup. Resource discovery is kept to a
minimum and requires administrative intervention should the
type of information being supplied by the Agent change.

The main idea of the mechanism in CoAP is to provide
Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs) for the resources hosted
by the server. Resource Discovery can be performed either
unicast or multicast. In both cases a GET request to appropri-
ate address is made for "/.well-known/core". After receiving
the request, the server returns a set of links available in the
CoRE Link Format [23]. In constrained networks it may be
useful to deploy resource directory entities that would contain
descriptions of resources stored on other servers. The resource
registration can be done by each server by posting resources
to "/.well-known/core" on the resource directory. After this,
clients can discover registered links by making a request to a
resource directory lookup interface.

G. Handling Timeouts

As UDP is an unreliable protocol, CoAP messages sent by
a CoAP-SNMP proxy may be lost in transit. This will trigger
retransmissions, in case of Confirmable messages, as specified
in section 4.2 of[21]. The timeout for sending retransmissions
and the maximum number of retransmits are configurable val-
ues. The CoAP specification gives following default settings:
ACK_TIMEOUT of two seconds, ACK_RANDOM_FACTOR
of 1.5, and MAX_RETRANSMIT of four. An exponential
backoff algorithm is used for retransmissions. The first retrans-
mit happens between two and three seconds of initial trans-
mission (between ACK_TIMEOUT and ACK_TIMEOUT *
ACK_RANDOM_FACTOR). Depending on the initial timeout
and its following multiplications during retransmissions, it can
take up to 93 seconds before CoAP client determines timeout
failure (see also section 4.8.2 of [21]). Obviously, if non-
default values are used the time can be longer or shorter.

For SNMP, no strict timeouts are defined in the standards.
SNMP-TARGET-MIB defines a MIB for configuring timeout
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(snmpTargetAddrTimeout) and retry count (snmpTargetAddr-
RetryCount) per IP address of SNMP entity. Default values
for these parameters, as per RFC2573 [30], are 15 seconds
and 3 retries. The Net-SNMP applications (e.g. snmpget) uses
default timeout of one second and retry count of 5, but it
allows setting of any timeout or retry count value. However,
the default timeouts, even including SNMP retry operations,
are not long enough to allow CoAP-SNMP proxy to perform
CoAP query procedures in the case of CoAP message retrans-
missions. However, the configuration options in both SNMP-
TARGET-MIB and at least Net-SNMP applications makes it
possible to configure SNMP implementations with timeouts
that allow enough time for CoAP-SNMP proxy to perform its
duty.

VII. DATA MODELING / MESSAGE FLOWS

Two alternative approaches for accessing resources in a
constrained network with SNMP were discovered during this
research. These two approaches differ on the level of binding
of SNMP and CoAP operations. The first approach, described
in the Section VII-A, binds CoAP and SNMP together very
loosely via a shared resource database. The second approach,
described in Section VII-B, binds CoAP and SNMP more
tightly together by translating messages between domains
without using a shared resource database.

A. CoAP-SNMP Proxy with a Database

In this case communication between CoAP nodes and
existing network management system is enabled with a CoAP-
SNMP proxy with database functionality [Fig. 4]. The values
of CoAP resources are stored in the database and they can be
accessed by NMS with normal SNMP operations. The Max-
Age Option in CoAP response messages, sent by CoAP nodes,
indicates the maximum time a response may be cached. This
value is stored into the cache too.

Figure 4: CoAP-SNMP Proxy with Database

An example of a basic message flow using the cache
functionality is illustrated in Figure 5. First the NMS sends
an SNMP GetRequest message to the CoAP-SNMP proxy
in order to get a value of certain temperature sensor. The
value is provided from the cache and responded with an
SNMP GetResponse. After a duration of time, when the
cached resource is about to expire, the proxy performs cache
refresh by communicating with a CoAP server. Proxy does
that by sending a Confirmable CoAP GET message for the

resource about to expire. After the request is successfully
processed by the CoAP server, the reading of the temperature
sensor is returned within the Acknowledgement message to
the Proxy. The proxy thn stores the received response to the
cache and sets the valid lifetime as indicated in the CoAP
response. After that, when the NMS makes another request
for the cached resource, the stored information can be returned
without sending any CoAP request to the CoAP server.

Figure 5: Message flow with cache functionality

1) Resource Observation: Resource observation provides
a way for a proxy to keep its cache updated by observing
changes on a CoAP server resources without repeated polling.
For example, information about value of temperature sensor
could be pushed from a CoAP server to the Proxy whenever
the value changes.

An example of resource observation is represented in Fig-
ure 6. The CoAP-SNMP proxy sends a CoAP GET message
with an empty Observe Option to the CoAP server located
in the sensor device. After the CoAP server has successfully
added the proxy to the list of observers of the temperature
resource, it will send a notification of the current state to the
proxy. Whenever the state of temperature changes, the CoAP
server notifies proxy with new CoAP notification message.
When the proxy wishes to be removed from the list of
observers, it may reject a received notification with CoAP RST
message or it may perform a CoAP GET request without an
Observe Option for the observed resource.

Figure 6: Observing resources

Figure 7 illustrates the corresponding example with con-
ditional observe. The Proxy sends a GET request with an
Observe and Condition Options. The Condition Option de-
scribes the resource states the Proxy is interested in. In this
case the option is set to Type 6 and Value 7. This means that
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the CoAP server will send the first notification to the Proxy
upon registration and the following notifications only if the
temperature value get bigger than 7.

Figure 7: Conditional observe

B. Cross-Protocol Proxying between CoAP and SNMP

The second approach is based on direct cross-protocol
proxing as illustrated in the Figure 8. The CoAP-SNMP
Proxy located between a constrained network and the Internet
translates SNMP messages to CoAP messages and vice versa.
In contrast to the previous case, responses sent by CoAP nodes
are not necessarily stored into the Proxy’s cache. All SNMP
requests sent by NMS and targeted to the constrained network
are translated into CoAP requests and forwarded to the CoAP
nodes. Conversely, responses from constrained networks are
directly translated into SNMP responses and forwarded to the
NMS. Modifications between these two protocols may be done
by mapping OIDs to CoAP resources as proposed in Table I.

Figure 8: Cross-protocol Proxying

An example of a message flow is presented in Figure 9.
The NMS sends a GetRequest message to the Proxy in order
to get a value of certain sensor. The Proxy translates the SNMP
GetRequest message to a CoAP GET request by mapping the
requested OID to the CoAP resource as illustrated in the I.
For example OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.2.1.2.1.3.1 refers to the CoAP
resource </sensors/temp>;rt="temperature-c";if="core.s" at the
CoAP server located at 192.0.2.1. After the CoAP server
has successfully processed the received request, it sends a
CoAP ACK response to the Proxy Server, which makes
a translation between CoAP and SNMP protocols using th
mapping table available and forwards a GetResponse message
to the originator of the SNMP request.

Figure 9: Example of message flow using cross-protocol
proxying

Problems related to transmission latencies at constrained
network side can be solved by configuring timeout options at
NMS with enough long values as described in Section VI-G.

C. GetNextRequest and GetBulkRequest

The SNMP GetNextRequest and GetBulkRequest are nor-
mally used for retrieving (large) tree hierarchies such as tables.
In the case of cross-protocol proxying, both of these operations
may also be used. The GetNextRequest does not differ much
from the GetRequest illustrated in the Figure 9 - the Proxy
will need to select the next OID from the one given in
the GetNextRequest and then fetch its data, as opposed to
fetching the data pointed by the OID in the GetRequest. The
GetBulkRequest, however, is more interesting. When the proxy
receives a GetBulkRequest, it needs to determine, based on
the received OID and proxy’s mapping table, which OIDs are
to be responded for the received query. After choosing the
OIDs, the proxy has to send CoAP requests in parallel for all
requested resources, and then combine the responses into an
SNMP GetResponse. Parallel queries are needed in order to
keep timings under control - therefore possible retransmissions
may happen in parallel as well. This scenario is presented in
Figure 10.

Figure 10: GetBulkRequest in case of cross-protocol proxying

D. Discovering CoAP devices

An example message flow related to the Resource Discovery
is shown in Figure 11. When a proxy has a need to find
resources hosted by CoAP sensors (e.g. wristband sensors),
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Table I: Mapping between OIDs and CoAP resources

OID IP of CoAP node URI RT IF SZ Status
1.3.6.1.4.1.2.1.2.1.3.1 192.0.2.1 /sensor/temp "temperature-t" "core.s" null 2.01
1.3.6.1.4.1.2.1.2.1.3.2 192.0.2.1 /sensor/light "light-lux" "core.s" null 2.04

and the proxy is located in the same local area network
with them, the proxy can utilize IP multicast messaging for
discovery procedure. However, when the proxy is not on the
same local area network with the CoAP servers, it cannot
automatically discover them. In that case, CoAP servers have
to make themselves known to the proxy, for example by
sending a POST request to the /.well-known/core URI of
the proxy. If a separate resource directory would be used
instead, both CoAP devices and the proxy would need to
communicate with the same directory. In the case of CoAP
sensors registering themselves to the proxy, the address of
the proxy server would have to be statically configured or
dynamically discovered by some means, such as with DHCP.

In addition to the automatic means for discovery, the proxy
could be manually configured with locations of CoAP devices,
such as domain names or IP addresses. However, this approach
would not likely scale.

Figure 11: Discovering the CoAP devices using Resource
Discovery

E. Error handling

Due to different logical models of the two modes of CoAP-
SNMP proxy operation, error handling is different between
the modes.

In the case of a shared database there is no need to
directly map CoAP response codes [21] into SNMP error
codes [31]. The SNMP part may encounter errors as always
when accessing a MIB with SNMP. Nevertheless, it is still
useful to indicate to the NMS how to work with a CoAP
endpoint and access its resource. For that a specific OID value,
for each resource, would be useful. The CoAP status OID
value column is shown in Table I. The CoAP status OID
would simply contain the status of the latest operation, i.e.
status value as shown in rightmost column of Table I.

For the case of CoAP-SNMP cross-domain proxying, the
status value mapping is, however, required. In the use cases
described in this report, the queries are always initiated by an
NMS sending SNMP requests, which become CoAP requests.
When the Proxy receives CoAP responses, the received status
codes need to be mapped from CoAP to SNMP, when possible.
This mapping table is shown in Table II. As SNMP has only a

single status for success, all CoAP success status codes, those
under "2." are mapped to SNMP "noError" value. In many
cases SNMP has no status code that can be mapped to CoAP
response codes, in which case the default "genErr" is used.

There might be instances where the proxy is unable to
translate the SNMP request or the CoAP response without
anything going wrong with CoAP as such. For example, the
CoAP response may contain a payload that is too large to
fit into an SNMP response. As always, SNMP handling may
encounter other errors such as malformed SNMP messages.
If an SNMP request cannot be successfully processed, the
response message sent by the proxy contains a non-zero error
status and error index. The error status indicates the cause of
error and the error index indicates the field, attribute or object
that generated the relevant error. The error status indicates that
the request was successfully processed.

F. Unsolicited Notifications

SNMP includes a notification system that allows Agents to
send unsolicited notifications to NMSes. These notifications
are called traps. The traps that can be sent are defined in
MIBs. SNMP Agents have to be administratively configured
with rules for generic traps and destination(s) to where the
traps shall be sent to.

In the case of CoAP-SNMP proxy, traps can be useful,
although challenging to configure. The traps could be used, for
example, to notify NMSes about discovery or registration of
a new CoAP node, resource values passing a threshold value,
error occurring in CoAP exchange, or some other similar event
taking place.

The configuration of NMSes to where traps are sent could
be done manually, or with some out-of-band configuration
means. However, it might also be possible to introduce special
OIDs that NMSes could use to register themselves as trap
listeners. Configuration of events that generate traps could
be at least partially static. For example, the discovery of a
new CoAP node, or CoAP resource, could always generate a
trap. Sending traps based on resource value changes is more
challenging, though. Sending traps on any change could cause
unnecessarily high traffic volumes, but generic configuration of
resource states or thresholds that would generate traps might
be challenging. An example of using traps with conditional
observe functionality is illustrated in 12. Further research
would be needed for analyzing and defining generic trap
mechanisms for CoAP resource value changes.

G. Security in CoAP-SNMP Proxying

Security, including authentication, confidentiality and in-
tegrity protection, are always a concern when communicating
over untrusted networks. DTLS is used for securing CoAP
transactions. For DTLS to be able work, CoAP assumes pre-
shared keys and possibly access control lists to be distributed
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Table II: Mapping CoAP response codes to SNMP error values

CoAP status CoAP SNMPv2 SNMPv2
value response code error value error messages
2.01 Created 0 noError
2.02 Deleted 0 noError
2.03 Valid 0 noError
2.04 Changed 0 noError
2.05 Content 0 noError
2.xx Any Other CoAP success 0 noError
4.00 Bad Request 5 genErr
4.01 Unauthorized 16 authorizationError
4.02 Bad Option 5 genErr
4.03 Forbidden 5 noAccess
4.04 Not Found 13 resourceUnavailable
4.05 Method Not Allowed (CoAP POST,PUT,DELETE due SNMP SET) 4 readOnly
4.05 Method Not Allowed (GET due SNMP GET) 5 genErr
4.06 Not Acceptable 5 genErr
4.12 Precondition Failed 5 genErr
4.13 Request Entity Too Large 1 tooBig
4.15 Unsupported Content-Format 5 genErr
4.xx Any Other Client error 5 genErr
5.00 Internal Server Error 5 genErr
5.01 Not Implemented 5 genErr
5.02 Bad gateway 5 genErr
5.03 Service Unavailable 5 genErr
5.04 Gateway Timeout 5 genErr
5.05 Proxying Not Supported 5 genErr
5.xx Any Other Server error 5 genErr

Figure 12: Using SNMP traps with conditional observe

to communicating parties by some undefined means [21]. It
has been recognized that CoAP security and authentication
features could be improved, and hence the IETF has es-
tablished a new working group for "DTLS In Constrained
Environments (DICE)" and is discussing on forming yet
another for "Authentication and Authorization for Constrained
Environments (ace)". In SNMP, the lack of sufficient security
has been historically an issue, but SNMPv3 fixed this by
introducing inbuilt confidentiality, integrity and authentications
solutions.

In both of the architectural options described in Section VII,
CoAP and SNMP protocols are terminated at the CoAP-
SNMP proxy. This means that security associations related
to CoAP and SNMP are kept separate. The CoAP-SNMP
proxy has to have separate keying material, and other details
required for setting up security associations, for both CoAP
and SNMP domains. All this means that CoAP-SNMP proxy
sees all communications, and hence there is no direct end-to-
end security between CoAP server and NMS.

As the CoAP and SNMP security solutions are separate,
they don’t need to be used at the same time. In some deploy-
ments CoAP may be left unsecured, for example, when CoAP-
SNMP proxy is at the edge of a trusted constrained network

that doesn’t require security. In another case, CoAP may be
secured but SNMP not. This could happen, for example, when
CoAP communications go over insecure networks, such as
Internet, to the proxy, but proxy is accessed with SNMP from
trusted network, such as intranet.

In the use-case of Section V-B, the Health Company could
pre-provision wristbands with keys required to establish secure
CoAP over DTLS connections to the company’s CoAP-SNMP
proxy. In the other use-case of Section V-A, the network
operator could have provisioned CoAP-SNMP proxy at the
edge of a constrained network with security material needed
to securing SNMP, but leaving CoAP communications in the
constrained network unsecured (or secured by other means,
such as constrained network link-layer security).

VIII. PROTOTYPING EXPERIENCES

During the course of our study a prototype test envi-
ronment was set up. The environment consisted of a very
early prototype of the CoAP-SNMP Proxy Agent and an
NMS (Figure 13). The CoAP-SNMP Proxy Agent was imple-
mented in a Raspberry Pi running Raspbian, a Debian Linux
variant. The Pi ran an SNMP daemon (snmpd), for which
an extension was implemented with Python language. The
extension handles OIDs used to represent CoAP resources
of this prototype setup. The states of CoAP resources are
stored into a MySQL database, which is accessed by the
SNMP daemon extension as needed. Effectively, when an
SNMP query is received by the SNMP daemon, the extension
handles fetching of the requested states from the MySQL
database. As CoAP is not yet implemented into the proto-
type, the database used manually entered values. The CoAP
implementation will hence need to enter the CoAP resource
states to the MySQL database. The NMS side was a very
lightweight system consisting of a Mac desktop computer
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running OS X and the Net-SNMP software that comes with
it. Net-SNMP’s applications, such as "snmpget", "snmptable",
and "snmpgetbulk", are used from command line for sending
various SNMP requests and receiving response messages. In
both the Agent and the NMS, SNMPv3 was used in order to
have authentication and encryption in place. MD5 was used
for authentication and DES for encryption.

Figure 13: SNMP test environment

For this prototype environment the Personal Healthcare
Monitor System use case presented in the Section V-B was
selected. Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity for the first
prototype, the implementation architecture of CoAP-SNMP
proxy with a database, as described in Section VII-A, was
chosen. As the early prototype did not yet have any real CoAP
sensors, stubbed CoAP resources were manually added into
the MySQL database table named clientTable, as shown in
Figure 14.

In our prototype, the database shown in Figure 14 contains
stubbed data from three different sensors, identified by serial-
Number, each having four distinct resources called heartRate,
oxygenSaturation, glucose, and feeling. The value of feeling
is manually given by the sensor user via a UI on the sensor,
and it provides information about how a person subjectively
feels his/her condition to be. Information about valid lifetimes
are also stored for all resources. The lifetime value is obtained
from the CoAP’s Max-Age Option, which indicates for how
long a response may be cached and considered as fresh.

A. The MIB

The Management Information Base (MIB) defines the
managed objects that can be accessed by the NMS. The
experimental branch under the internet sub-tree is reserved
for testing and research purposes and it was used in our
prototype test environment. The structure of the object tree
in prototype is shown in Figure 15. The tree shows the OID
for healthCompany, under which is a wristbands subtree. The
wristbands subtree contains an object called clients, which
further contains a table of clients. Each client, a row in the
client table, has its own entry OIDs for values shown in
Figure 14.

B. Example of SNMP messaging

All SNMP requests are initiated by the NMS, which sends
requests to the proxy agent. Figures 16 and 17 illustrate SN-
MPv3 GetBulkRequest and GetResponse messages exchanged
between the NMS and the Proxy Agent in a case where the

Figure 15: Our test branch under the experimental sub-tree

NMS wanted to query all information from the clientTable
(OID 1.3.6.1.3.1.2.1.2). The table shown in Figure 14 was
actually too large to fit into a single GetResponse, and hence
three message exchanges were needed to transfer the whole
table. The SNMPv3 messages were sent encrypted with DES,
but Wireshark was able to decipher the messages with a man-
ually entered encryption key. These messages were generated
by the snmptable application, which printed out the results in
a very similar fashion as shown in Figure 14.

In the prototype implementation the Agent fetches the data
needed for the response from the local database. In the cross-
protocol proxying approach the GetBulkRequest would trigger
sending a set of CoAP messages, and the CoAP responses
would then be collected into a single GetResponse.

Figure 16: The GetBulkRequest sent by NMS

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this report we presented the basics of CoAP and SNMP,
analyzed how they compare with each other, showed two use-
cases where interoperations might be needed, and how inter-
actions between the protocols could work, taking into account
things such as security and timings. Two different architectural
approaches for protocol interoperations were found, both of
which introduce a new entity called a CoAP-SNMP Proxy.
The first approach fully separates protocols by utilizing a
single database shared by CoAP and SNMP sides of the proxy.
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Figure 14: Content of clientTable in MySQL database

Figure 17: The GetBulkResponse message for received Get-
BulkRequest

CoAP and SNMP function independently, but actions from one
domain may result in actions in the other domain. The second
approach attempts direct mapping between SNMP and CoAP
messages, where a received SNMP message causes the sending
of a CoAP message, and vice versa.

The two architectural approaches for the interoperations
seem to fulfill requirements listed in Section IV, and hence
at this point it seems technically feasible to provide the
CoAP-SNMP interoperation function with a proxy. That said,
during the work a plethora of details and potential issues were
discovered, which were addressed in this report to a certain
extent, but which would require in-depth analysis and further
prototyping.

Two major next steps have been identified. The first would
be to change the focus to prototyping by, first of all, adding
real CoAP nodes into the setup. Additionally, a multitude
of features would need to be implemented in order to as-
sess feasibilities and find potential issues in designs: both
architectural alternatives, CoAP node discovery, SNMP trap
support, CoAP observer, resource cache refreshment logic,
security protocols, and so forth. In addition to the creation of
generic MIB support, different vendor specific MIBs should
be implemented in order to validate the feasibility of these
specific MIBs.

The second major next step would be to focus more on
SNMP NMSes. Existing SNMP NMSes should be studied
further in order to learn how well they could actually use
CoAP-nodes through the CoAP-SNMP proxy introduced in
this report, and how well existing NMSes work with presented

generic and vendor specific MIBs. But perhaps even more im-
portantly, implementations of existing SNMP NMSes should
be studied in order to learn whether the introduction of CoAP-
SNMP proxy is actually an efficient approach, or whether the
addition of CoAP support to SNMP NMSes would be a more
cost efficient approach after all.
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